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Lutz, J.H. and W.J. Schmidt. Circuit siLe relative to pseudorandom oracles. Theoretical Computer 
Scicncc 107 (1993) 9.5~120. 
Circuit-size complexity is compared with deterministic and nondeterministic time complexity in the 
presence of pscudorandom oracles. The following separations are shown to hold relative to c~uer~ 
pspace-random oracle ,I, and relatlvc to ulmos~ r~q oraclc AeESPACE. 
(i) NP” is nor contained in SlZE”(2~) for any real 4 i 4. 
(ii) E” is no/ contained in SIZE ‘(2”/n). 
Thus. neither NPA nor E4 is contained in P”/Poly. 
In fact, these separations are shown to hold for almost cvcry n. Since a randomly selected oracle is 
pspace-random with probability one. (i) and (ii) immediately imply the corresponding random oracle 
separations, thus Improving a result or Bennett and Gill (1981) and answering open questions of 
Wilson (19X.5). 
I. Introduction 
The most fundamental problems of complexity theory appear to be those involving 
the relationships among deterministic polynomial-time, nondeterministic poly- 
nomial-time, and polynomial-size circuits. Aside from the trivial observations that 
P G NP, P s PSIZE, and PSIZE $ NP, very little is known. It is likely that NP- 
complete problems are comhinutoriully i~f&~sihlr in the sense that NP $ PSIZE, but 
even such extreme counter-assertions as P= NP, NP C_ LINSIZE, E c_ LINSIZE, and 
E2 G PSIZE have yet to be disproven. (See Sections 3 and 4 for definitions of 
complexity classes.) 
The investigation of rrlutiuizrd complexity classes has arisen largely as an attempt 
to better understand the dilhculty of these problems, and the types of techniques that 
will be required to solve them. Raker et al. [S] exhibited oracles ,4 and B such that 
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PA = NPA and PB#NPB. Wilson [47] exhibited oracles C, D, E, F, and G such 
that NPC E LINSIZEC, ED c LINSIZED, Ef E PSIZEE, NPF $ PSIZEF, and 
EC $ PSIZE’. Taken collectively, the oracles A-G testify that none of the open 
problems mentioned in the preceding paragraph will be solved by techniques that 
relativize to arbitrary oracles. This is taken as evidence that these problems may be 
very hard to solve. (Such evidence is to be interpreted with caution. For example, the 
theorems ALOG = P of Chandra et al. [17] and IP = PSPACE of Shamir [42] have 
simple proofs but do not relativize, unless one modifies oracle access mechanisms to 
force them to relativize.) 
Unfortunately, oracle existence results of the above type provide no evidence 
regarding the truth or falsity of the underlying conjectures. As a remedy for this 
situation, Bennett and Gill [9] proposed the study of complexity classes relative to 
randomly selected oracles. In this scheme, an oracle A c (0, l} * is chosen probabilisti- 
tally by using an independent oss of a fair coin to decide whether each string 
xe{O, l}* is in A. Bennett and Gill [9] proved (among other things) that PA#NPA 
holds with probability 1 when the oracle A is so selected. That is, the conjecture 
P # NP holds relative to almost every oracle. Moreover, Bennett and Gill [9] for- 
mulated and proposed the random oracle hypothesis, which posits that any reasonably 
formed conjecture that holds relative to almost every oracle is, in fact, true. Thus, the 
random oracle result, PA #NPA with probability 1, is regarded as evidence that P #NP. 
The random oracle hypothesis was refuted by Kurtz [25], so it is not clear that 
random oracle separations of the above type provide evidence that the corresponding 
unrelativized conjectures are true. In fact, recent work of Book [ 1 l] indicates that 
such separations do not provide such evidence. Nevertheless, random oracle separ- 
ations continue to be of interest. Notably, Cai [14] and Babai [4] have proven that 
PH # PSPACE relative to almost every oracle; Kurtz et al. [26] have proven that the 
Berman-Hartmanis isomorphism conjecture [lo] fails relative to almost every oracle; 
and Beige1 [S] has shown that almost every oracle supports a fine hierarchy between 
UP and NP, based on the number of accepting computations. 
At our present state of knowledge (i.e. lack thereof), results of this type merit careful 
attention. There are several reasons for this. First, more often than not, random oracle 
results correspond to our intuitive conjectures about the unrelativized questions. 
A scientific analysis and explanation of this correspondence and its limitations is 
likely to be instructive. 
Second, oracle properties that hold with probability 1 have proven to be useful for 
characterizing complexity classes. Bennett and Gill [9] and Ambos-Spies [2] have 
shown that a language L is in BPP if and only if LEP~ for almost every oracle A. 
Nisan and Wigderson [40] have given a similar characterization of the Arthur-Merlin 
class AM of Babai [3], showing that a language L is in AM if and only if LeNPA for 
almost every oracle A. Other complexity classes have been given similar characteriza- 
tions by Ambos-Spies [2], Tang and Watanabe [45], and Book and Tang [12]. 
Results of this type indicate that a systematic study of random oracle properties may 
be a fruitful enterprise. 
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Random oracle results, although interesting, are uninformative in a crucial respect. 
For example, consider the random oracle separation of P from NP. This result tells us 
that almost every oracle A achieves the separation PA # NPA, but gives no information 
as to which oracles A achieve this separation. 
To deal with this matter, this paper introduces pseudorandom relatiuization, a new, 
more sophisticated successor to the random oracle technique. Roughly speaking, 
a pseudorandom oracle separation result for a relativized separation condition SEPA 
(e.g. the condition PA#NPA) identifies a level of (pseudo)randomness A for which the 
following two conditions hold: 
(i) Every oracle A that is A-random satisfies the condition SEPA, 
(ii) A randomly selected oracle A is A-random with probability 1. 
Taken together, of course, (i) and (ii) give the corresponding random oracle separ- 
ation, namely that a randomly selected oracle A satisfies the condition SEPA with 
probability 1. However, (i) gives more information than this by identifying the 
A-randomness of any individual oracle A as a sujicient condition for SEPA to hold. 
The notion of A-randomness used here was developed and investigated by Lutz 
[35,38] and is discussed in some detail in Section 3. It is the level A = pspace that is of 
interest in this paper. Briefly, a language A (equivalently, the characteristic sequence of 
A) is pspace-random if and only if it has no “pspace-specifiable special properties”, i.e. 
if it is in no pspace-measure 0 set of languages. (See Section 3 for details.) This 
definition resembles the Martin-Lbf [39] definition of random sequences; indeed, 
every random sequence is pspace-random. Since Martin-Liif [39] proved that a ran- 
domly selected oracle A is random with probability 1, it immediately follows that 
property (ii) holds when A = pspace. However, much more is true. The definition of 
A-randomness is based on the resource-bounded measure theory developed by Lutz 
[35,37]. This underlying measure theory articulates the internal measure-theoretic 
structure of various complexity classes and, as it turns out, ensures that most decidable 
languages are A-random. For example, almost every language decidable in 2po’y”omia’ 
space is pspace-random [38]. Since no decidable (or even recursively enumerable) 
language is random [39], pspace-random languages are pseudorandom, with pspace 
specifying the “level of randomness”. 
It is shown in Corollary 5.2 that, relative to every pspace-random oracle A, 
PA # NPA. Thus, (i) and (ii) hold for this separation property when A = pspace. This 
refines the random oracle separation of Bennett and Gill [9]. (Such refinements are 
not automatic. For example, the separation PA $ REC holds for a randomly selected 
oracle with probability 1, but fails for every decidable pspace-random oracle.) 
This improvement, from randomly selected relativization to pseudorandom relativ- 
ization, is only one dimension of the progress reported in this paper. Equally 
significant is the fact that the results reported here give quantitative comparisons of 
circuit-size complexity with deterministic and nondeterministic time complexity. 
The main result of this paper, Theorem 5.1, compares circuit size to nondetermin- 
istic time, relative to pseudorandom oracles. After constructing the above-mentioned 
oracles C and F, Wilson [47] asked what occurs with high probability relative to 
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a randomly selected oracle. Theorem 5.1 implies immediately that oracle F represents 
the typical case, i.e. that NPA $ PSIZEA holds with probability 1. However, Theorem 
5.1 conveys the much stronger fact that, for every real cr<i, the condition 
NPA $ SIZE$(2”“) is a pspace-test (defined in Section 3). This is stronger than the 
answer to Wilson’s question in the following three respects. 
(a) The fact that the separation condition is a pspace-test implies that the separ- 
ation holds for every pspace-random oracle A and for almost every oracle A that is 
decidable in 21inear space. 
(b) The separation holds even when the size bound on the right is 2”” (IX < f). That is, 
the separation condition forces NPA to contain problems with exponential circuit- 
size complexity relative to A. 
(c) The separation holds for almost every n in the sense that it holds even if the 
circuits on the right are only required to be small for infinitely many n. 
Thus, Theorem 5.1 is a very strong pseudorandom oracle separation of nondetermin- 
istic polynomial time from submaximal exponential circuit size. 
Theorem 6.2 gives an even stronger separation for deterministic exponential time. 
In this case, the result states that the condition EA $L SIZE$,(2”/n) is a pspace-test. 
This answers another open question of Wilson [47], since it implies that, of the 
above-mentioned oracles D, E, and G, oracle G represents the probability-l case. 
Moreover, Theorem 6.2 is stronger than the answer to Wilson’s question in respects 
(a), (b), and (c) above. In fact, (b) is even stronger in this case because the 2”/n 
circuit-size lower bound is essentially maximal. Theorem 6.2 is a very strong 
pseudorandom oracle separation of deterministic exponential time from slightly 
submaximal circuit size. 
2. Preliminaries 
A binary string is a finite sequence XE(O, l}*. A binary sequence is an infinite 
sequence x~(0, l} 30. We write {0, l}” for the set of strings of length n, and (0, l}cn for 
the set of strings of length at most n. We use variables x, y, z, etc., to denote strings or 
sequences. We write 1 x 1 for the length of x. Thus, 1 x ~EN u {co}, where N is the set of 
nonnegative integers. The unique string of length 0 is h, the empty string. We write 
x[i] for the ith bit of x. Thus, x=x[O]x[l]...x[lxl-l] if x is a string. 
If x is a string and y is a string or sequence, then xy is the concatenation of x and y. 
If x is already a sequence, then xy=x. If x is a string and keN, then xk is the k-fold 
concatenation of x with itself. Thus, x0 =h and xk+’ =xxk. 
Complexity classes are usually defined as sets of languages. A language here is a set 
L c {0, I} *, i.e. a set of binary strings. We fix the lexicographic enumeration so = h, 
s1 =o, sz = 1, s3=00, . . of {O, 1>* and identify each language L with its characteristic 
sequence X~E (0, 1) 3o defined by 
xLCkl= 
1 if &EL, 
0 if sk$L. 
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This identifies the set P({O, l}*) of all languages with the set (0, l}” of all binary 
sequences. We use X, Y, Z, etc., to denote sets of languages (equivalently, to denote 
sets of binary sequences). The complement of a set X is Xc = 9( (0, l} *)\X = 
(0, l} “\X. We sometimes write L,, for Ln {0, 1}4n. 
We fix once and for all a one-to-one pairing function ( , ) from (0, l}* x (0, l} * onto 
(0, l} * such that the pairing function and its associated projections, (x, y) H x and 
(x, y) H y, are computable in polynomial time. We insist further that (x, y)~ (0) * if 
and only if x, YE (0) *. This condition canonically induces a pairing function ( , ) from 
N x N onto N. 
We say that a condition cp(n) holds almost everywhere (ae.) if it holds for all but 
finitely many nEN. We say that cp(n) holds injnitely often (i.0.) if it holds for infinitely 
many nEN. 
We use the discrete logarithm 
logn=min{kEN12k>n}. 
Note that logO=O. 
We use the following combinatorial bound in Section 5. 
Proposition 2.1 (Chernoff [18]). For 0 <b < a < 1, 
a’(1 -4-i<2-“, 
where c=b(logb-loga)+(l -b)[log(l -b)-log(1 -a)] >O. 
3. Resource-bounded measure and pseudorandomness 
In this section we review those aspects of resource-bounded measure and 
pseudorandomness that are essential to this paper. The interested reader is referred to 
[35,37, 381 for a more complete treatment. 
We work in two alphabets, the binary alphabet (0, I} and the extended binary 
alphabet C = (0, 1, I}. The symbol I (“bottom”) denotes an “undefined bit”. We fix 
the partial ordering L of C in which _L E 0, I E 1, and 0 and 1 are incomparable. 
Given a string or sequence XE~* v Coo, we write x [i] for the ith bit of x and x [i.. .j] 
for the string consisting of the ith through jth bits of x. We also fix the standard 
enumeration so =h, s1 =O, s2 = 1, sJ =OO, . . . of (0, l}*, and write x[w] =x[i] when- 
ever w = si and 0 < i < (x 1. We extend E bitwise to strings and sequences, i.e. x c y iff 
(ViEN)x’[i] L y’[i], where x’=x if Ixl=co, x’=xI” if Ixl<co, and y’ is defined 
similarly. The cylinder specijied by a string XEC* is C,= {A c (0, l}* 1 x L xA}, where 
x~E{O, l}” is the characteristic sequence of A, i.e. each xA[i] is 1 if siEA and 
0 otherwise. We use the symbol T (“top”) to specify the empty set, i.e. CT=@. For 
x, YEc*, we let x A y be the shortest string such that C, A y= C,n C,. Note that 
x A y = T if x and y are incompatible, i.e. if C, n C, = 8. The measure p(x) of a cylinder 
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C, is the probability that AEC, when A G (0, l}* is chosen according to the random 
experiment in which an independent toss of a fair coin is used to decide whether each 
string WE (0, l} * is in A. Thus, if we let #(b, x) denote the number of occurrences of the 
symbol b in the string x and define 
if xEC*, 
if x=T, 
then ~L(x)=~-I~~~I for all XEC*U{T}. 
We fix once and for all a one-to-one pairing function ( , ) from (0, l} * x (0, l} * onto 
(0, l>* such that the pairing function and its associated projections, (x, y) H x and 
(x, y) H y, are computable in polynomial time. We insist further that this pairing 
function satisfy the following condition for all x, YE (0, l} *: (x, y)~ (0) * if and only if 
x, ye (0) *. This condition canonically induces a pairing function ( , ) from N x N onto 
N. We write (x, y, z) for (x, ( y, z)), etc., so that tuples of any fixed length are coded 
by the pairing function. 
We let D= {m2-” 1 m,nEN} be the set of nonnegative dyadic rationaIs. Many 
functions in this paper take their values in D or in [0, co), the set of nonnegative real 
numbers. In fact, with the exception of some functions that map into [0, co), our 
functions are of the formf: X+ Y, where each of the sets X, Y is N, (0, l}*, D, or some 
Cartesian product of these sets. Formally, in order to have uniform criteria for their 
computational complexities, we regard all such functions as mapping (0, l}* into 
(0, l} *. For example, a function f: N2 x (0, l} *-+N x D is formally interpreted as 
a function f”: (0, l} *+ (0, l} *. Under this interpretation, f(i, j, w) = (k, q) means that 
J((Oi,(O’,w)))=(Ok,(~,~)), h w ere u and v are the binary representations of the 
integer and fractional parts of q, respectively. Moreover, we only care about the values 
off”for arguments of the form (O’, (Oj, w)), and we insist that these values have the 
form (O“, (u, v) ) for such arguments. 
For a function f:N x X+ Y and HEN, we define the function &:X+ Y by 
fk(x)=f( (Ok,x)). We then regard f as a “uniform enumeration” of the functions 
f0,fi,.L .... For a functionf:N” xX+ Y @S-2), we writefk,l=(fk)l, etc. For a func- 
tion f: {O, l}*+{O, l>*, we write f” for the n-fold composition off with itself. 
We work with the resource bound 
pspace=(f: {O,l}*+{O, l}* If’ is computable in polynomial space}. 
(The length If(x)1 of the output is included as part of the space used in computingj) 
Resource-bounded measure and pseudorandomness were originally developed in 
terms of “modulated covering by cylinders” [32-341. Although the main results of 
these papers are true, the underlying development was technically flawed. This 
situation was remedied in [35], where resource-bounded measure was reformulated in 
terms of density functions. We review relevant aspects of the latter formulation here. 
A density function is a function d: (0, l}*-+[O, co) satisfying 
d(x) 3 
d(xO)+d(xl) 
2 
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for all x~(0, l}*. The global value of a density function d is d(h). An n-dimensional 
density system (n-D?) is a function d: N” x (0, l} *+[O, co) such that d; is a density 
function for every k EN”. It is sometimes convenient to regard a density function as 
a 0-DS. 
A computation of an n-DS d is a function d^:N”+’ x (0, l}*-+D such that 
^ 
Id&(x)-di(x)I<2-’ (1) 
for all HEN”, YEN. and x~(0, l}*. A pspace-computation of an n-DS d is a computa- 
tion d^ such that d^Epspace. An n-DS is pspace-computable if there exists a pspace- 
computation d^ of d. (Note that (1) implies that 
di(x) = lim dc,Jx) 
r+m 
for all HEN” and xe{O, l}*.) 
The set covered by a density function d is 
S[d]= u C,. 
x~{O,l}* A d(x)21 
A density function d covers a set X of languages if X c S[d]. A null cover of a set X of 
languages is a l-DS d such that, for all keN, dk covers X with global value dk(h)< 2-k. 
It is easy to show [37] that a set X of languages has classical Lebesgue measure 0 (i.e. 
probability 0 in the coin-tossing random experiment) if and only if there exists a null 
cover of X. In this paper we are interested in the situation where the null cover d is 
pspace-computable. 
A pspace-null cover of a set X of languages is a null cover of X that is pspace- 
computable. A set X has pspace-measure 0, and we write ppspace(X) = 0, if there exists 
a pspace-null cover of X. A set X has pspace-measure 2, and we write ppspace(X) = 1, if 
~~space(XC)=O. Thus, a set X has pspace-measure 0 if pspace provides sufficient 
computational resources to uniformly enumerate pspace-covers of X with rapidly 
vanishing total measure. 
We say that a set X has measure 0 in ESPACE=DSPACE(2”“““‘), and write 
,4X I ESPACE) = 0, if ppspace (X n ESPACE) = 0. A set X has measure I in ESPACE, 
and we write p(X 1 ESPACE)= 1, if p(Xc 1 ESPACE)=O. In this case we say that 
almost every sequence in ESPACE is in X. The following routine result of [35] relates 
pspace-measure to measure in ESPACE and to classical Lebesgue measure. 
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a set of languages. 
(a) If pUpspace (X) = 0, then p(X 1 ESPACE) = 0. 
(b) VpUpspace (X)=0, then p(X)=O, where p(X) is the classical Lebesgue measure of 
the set X. 
It is shown in [35] that the above definitions endow ESPACE with internal 
measure-theoretic structure. Specifically, if 9 is either the collection Lapspace of all 
pspace-measure 0 sets or the collection YES,,,, of all sets of measure 0 in ESPACE, 
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then 9 is a “pspace-ideal”, i.e. is closed under subsets, finite unions, and “pspace- 
unions” (countable unions that can be generated in polynomial space). More import- 
antly, it is shown that the ideal 9 ESPACE is a proper ideal, i.e. that ESPACE does not 
have measure 0 in ESPACE. 
We need a polynomial notion of convergence for infinite series. All our series here 
consist of nonnegative terms. A modulus for a series CrZO a, is a function m: N-+N 
such that 
If a,62-j 
n=m(j) 
for all jEN. A series is p-convergent if it has a modulus that is a polynomial. We use the 
following sufficient condition for p-convergence. (This well-known lemma is easily 
verified by routine calculus.) 
Lemma 3.2. Let a,E[O, co) for all tgN. If there exists a real E > 0 such that a, ,< 2 ~ tC for 
all sufjiciently large tEN, then the series CfZO a, is p-convergent. 
In Sections 5 and 6 we use two theorems that provide sufficient conditions for sets 
to have pspace-measure 0. The first is a special case (for pspace) of a resource-bounded 
version of the classical first Borel-Cantelli lemma. 
Theorem 3.3 (Bore1 [13], Cantelli [15], Lutz [35]). Ifd is a pspace-computable l-DS 
such that the series CEO d,(h) is p-convergent, then 
Our second sufficient condition for a set to have pspace-measure 0 involves 
space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity. Kolmogorov complexity (also called pro- 
gram-size complexity) was introduced independently by Solomonoff [44], 
Kolmogorov [23], and Chaitin [16]. Time-bounded, space-bounded, and conditional 
Kolmogorov complexities have since been studied by Hartmanis [19], Sipser [43], 
Levin [27], Huynh [20], Ko [22], Longprt: [30], Lutz [33,35], and many others. For 
an overview of work in this area, see Kolmogorov and Uspenskii [24] or Li and 
Vitanyi [28]. We begin with some terminology. 
Given a deterministic machine M, a space bound t : N-+N, a language L c (0, I} *, 
and a natural number n, the t-space-bounded Kolmogorov complexity of L,, relative to 
M is 
KSf,(L,.)=min(Inl I M(Tc,~)=x~,,~ in dt(2”) space}, 
i.e. the length of the shortest program 7c such that M, on input (qn), outputs the 
characteristic string of L,, and halts without using more than t(2”) workspace. 
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Well-known simulation techniques show that there exists a machine U that is 
optimaI in the sense that for each machine M there is a constant c such that for all t, L, 
and n we have 
As usual, we fix an optimal machine U and omit it from the notation. 
Theorem 3.4 (Lutz [35]). Let q be any polynomial, let E>O be real, and let X be the set 
of all languages L such that KSq(L,,)<2”+’ -2”” i.o. Then pLpspace(X)=O. 
We end this section with a discussion of pseudorandom languages. 
A pspace-test is a set X such that ppspace (X) = 1. A language A E {O, l}* passes 
a pspace-test X if AEX. A language A E (0, l}* is pspace-random if A passes all 
pspace-tests. It is easily shown that every language A that is random (i.e. whose 
characteristic sequence ~~~10, l}” is random) in the sense of Martin-Liif [39] is also 
pspace-random. As discussed in the Introduction, this implies that a randomly 
selected language is pspace-random with probability 1. Thus, separations that hold 
relative to every pspace-random oracle also hold relative to a randomly selected 
oracle with probability 1. It has also been shown in [38] that results about pspace- 
random sequences give information about reasonably low complexity classes. Specifi- 
cally, almost every language in E, SPACE = DSPACE(2p0’y”om’a’) is pspace-random, 
but no language in ESPACE is pspace-random. 
There are several additional properties of pspace-random languages that support 
characterizing them as pseudorandom. For example, every pspace-random language 
L has nearly maximal circuit-size complexity and nearly maximal space-bounded 
Kolmogorov complexity almost everywhere [35]. Also, every pspace-random 
sequence xe{O, l} 3o is a structurally adequate source for every bounded-error prob- 
abilistic machine [36]. 
4. Relativized complexity 
We use the oracle Turing machine and the oracle circuit as our models of relativized 
uniform and nonuniform complexity, respectively. For a formal definition of the 
oracle Turing machine, see, for example, Balcazar et al. [7]. Recall that we write 
DTIME(T(n)) (NTIME(T(n))) for the set of languages accepted by deterministic 
(nondeterministic) Turing machines in O(T(n)) time. Analogously, we write 
DTIMEA(T(n)) (NTIMEA(T(n))) for the set of languages accepted by deterministic 
(nondeterministic) oracle Turing machines in 0( T(n)) time using oracle set A. We use 
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the following relativized and unrelativized uniform complexity classes. 
P= u DTIME(nk), PA= u DTIMEA(nk), 
k>O k>O 
NP= u NTIME(nk), NPA = u NTIMEA(nk), 
k>O k>O 
E= u DTIME(2’“), EA= u DTIMEA(2C”). 
C>O C>O 
A (deterministic) oracle circuit is a directed acyclic graph y =( V, E) with vertex set 
V=IuG,vG,,whereI={w,,..., w.} is the set of inputs, G, is the set of standard gates, 
and G, is the set of oracle gates. Each input has indegree 0; each standard gate has 
indegree 0, 1, or 2; and each oracle gate may have any indegree kEN. Each standard 
gate of indegree 0 is labeled either by the constant 0 or by the constant 1. Each 
standard gate of indegree 1 is labeled either by the identity function ID : (0, l}+{O, l} 
or by the negation function NOT : (0, l}+{O, l}. Each standard gate of indegree 2 
is labeled either by the conjunction AND: (0, lj2+(0, l} or by the disjunction 
OR: {0, 1}2--{0, l}. The function computed by an oracle gate is dependent on the 
oracle set A c (0, l} * that is “attached” to the circuit. A k-input oracle gate computes 
A n (0, l}k; thus, all k-input oracle gates in y compute the same function. Intuitively, 
when an oracle gate g is presented with a string of inputs x~(0, l>“, g “queries” 
A about x, producing 1 if x~A and 0 otherwise. Without loss of generality, we insist 
that each oracle circuit contains at most one O-input oracle gate. 
An n-input oracle circuit y with attached oracle set A computes a Boolean function 
yA: (0, l}“-+{O, l} in the usual way. For w~(0, l}“, gA(w) is the value computed at gate 
g of y, and y”(w) is the value computed at the unique output gate of y, when the inputs 
are assigned the bits wi, . . . . w, of w. The set computed by an n-input oracle circuit 
y relative to an oracle A is then the set of all w~(0, l}” such that y”(w)= 1. Two n-input 
oracle circuits y1 and y2 are functionally distinct if there exists an oracle A relative to 
which y1 and y2 compute different sets. 
This model was first introduced by Wilson [46,47]. As defined in these references, 
the size of a circuit y = (V, E) is equal to 1 E 1, i.e. the number of “wires” in y, or the sum 
of the indegrees of y’s component gates. We find it convenient to use the following 
“almost equivalent” definition. The size of an oracle circuit y is given by 
size(y)=21G,I+ c k,, 
@% 
where k, is the indegree of oracle gate g. Thus, every standard gate is considered to 
contribute a count of 2 to the size of the circuit, rather than its actual indegree. This 
will facilitate some counting arguments below. 
The circuit-size complexity of a language L c (0, l}* with respect to an oracle set 
A is the function CS,A: N+N defined by 
CSf(n)=min{size(y)) yA computes Ln (0, l}“}. 
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We define the relativized circuit-size complexity classes: 
SIZEA( = (L I CS,A(,) Gf(n)a.e.}, 
SIZE?,,.(f(n)) = (L I CS?(n) <<f(n)i.o.}, 
LINSIZEA = u SIZEA( 
ka0 
PSIZEA = u SIZEA( 
k>O 
PSIZE& = u SIZE& (nk). 
k>O 
The oracle circuit model is an extension of the unrelativized circuit model in which 
oracle gates do not appear, and in which the size of a circuit is simply the number of its 
constituent gates. In this model, the circuit-size complexity of a language L G (0, 1) * is 
the function CS,(n): N-N defined by 
CS,(n)=min{size(y)Iy computes Ln{O,l}“). 
Using this function, the unrelativized circuit-size classes SIZE(f(n)), SIZEi,o,(f(n)), 
LINSIZE, PSIZE, and PSIZEi.,. are defined analogously to their relativized counter- 
parts. 
Fix a standard enumeration of all oracle circuits in which no circuit precedes 
a circuit of lesser size. Call an n-input oracle circuit y novel for n if y is functionally 
distinct from every n-input oracle circuit that precedes it. Observe that testing whether 
a given circuit y is novel for n can clearly be done using workspace that is polynomial 
in 2”. 
Let % be a class of languages, and let F be a class of advicefunctions from N into 
(0, 1) *. As in Karp and Lipton [21], we define V/F to be the class of languages B for 
which there exists a set CE%? and a functionfE9 such that B={x( (x,f(lxl))~C). 
The standard proof (see, for instance, Schoning [41]) that PSIZE = P/Poly may easily 
be modified to show that PSIZEA=PA/Poly, and that PSIZE& =PA/Polyi.“. for 
every oracle A. 
Recall that a partition of an integer s is a nonincreasing sequence of positive integers 
619s 2, . . . , Sk) such that C:= 1 Si=s. Define a gate partition of an integer s to be 
a partition (tl, t2, . . . . tk) of s with the special property that each ti with a value of 2 is 
also assigned a label from the set {oracle, standard), with no such oracle label 
preceding a standard one. Intuitively, a gate partition represents a particular set of 
gate types that may be used to construct a circuit of size s. We will occasionally abuse 
notation and use the term “gate partition” to refer to this set of gate types. We say that 
a gate partition (t 1, t2, . . . , tk) of s is equivalent to a partition (si, s2, . . . , sk) of the same 
integer s if si = ti for each 1 < id k, regardless of the special labels. 
Lemma 4.1. For each positive integer s, the number G of gate partitions of s is less than 
(2e)“. 
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Proof. We can put a weak upper bound on the number P of partitions of s by 
counting the number of ways of putting numbers between 1 and s into no more than 
s slots, under the condition that the numbers are selected in nonincreasing order such 
that the sum of the numbers selected never exceeds s. There are no more than s ways to 
select the first number, no more than Ls/2j ways to select the second number, and so 
on. This gives 
Since each partition is equivalent to no more than s+ 1 gate partitions, we have 
Gd(s+ l)P<(2e)“. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Given any n, SEN with s > n, the number H(s) ofjiinctionally distinct n-input 
oracle circuits y such that size(y)=s is less than 2685(4es)‘. 
Proof. For each gate partition 71 of s, let F,(s) be the number of functionally distinct 
such circuits having gates sized according to rc. By Lemma 4.1, we have 
H(s) < (2e)” max F,(s). 
Z 
(2) 
In fact, every oracle circuit is functionally identical to one containing at most one 
oracle gate of size 0, so (2) holds even if the maximum is only taken over those gate 
partitions 7c that allow at most one oracle gate of size 0. It thus suffices to show that 
F,(s) < 2685(2s)” 
holds for every such 7~. 
(3) 
Let rc be such a gate partition allowing g standard gates and k oracle gates. The 
total size of the oracle gates is thus m = s - 29. Since 71 allows at most one oracle gate of 
size 0, we have k+ 2g<s+ 1. Since s>n, it follows that 
n+k+2gd2s. (4) 
We now prove (3). There are two cases. First, suppose that g = 0. Then F,(s) is simply 
the number of ways to select the source for each of the s inputs to the oracle gates. 
Each gate input may be taken from one of the n circuit inputs or from one of the k- 1 
other gate inputs. Thus, F,(s)<(n+ k)“. It follows by (4) that F,(s)<(~s)“, so (3) is 
affirmed in this case. 
Next, suppose that g > 0. Observe that the number of potential sources of input for 
any gate is less than n + k + g. There are m oracle gate inputs, each of which may come 
from one of the n circuit inputs or from one of the k +g - 1 other gate outputs. Thus 
there are fewer than (n + k +s)~ ways to configure the oracle gates. For each of the 
standard gates, there are six choices of gate type and fewer than n+ k+g choices of 
source for each of its at most two inputs. Thus there are fewer than 6g(n+ k +g)2g 
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ways to configure the standard gates. The total number of circuits is thus less than 
6g(n+k+g)m+2g= 6g(n+ k+g)“. By (4), this is less than or equal to 6g(2s)“. Note, 
however, that these circuits are not all functionally distinct. Each of these circuits is 
equivalent to at least (g- l)! circuits obtained by permuting its nonoutput standard 
gates. Since all these circuits are sized according to rc, it follows that 
6g(2s)” 
F,(s) <- = 
g . 6g(2s)” 
(g-l)! g! . 
Using the weak Stirling approximation g! > (g/e)“, this gives F,(s) <gl -g(6e)g(2s)“. 
Routine calculus shows that g 1-g(6e)g takes its absolute maximum at the solution of 
ln(g/6)= l/g. This solution satisfies 6.93 <g ~6.94 and gives a maximum value less 
than 2685. Thus, we have F,(s)<2685(2s)“, again affirming (3). I7 
It should be noted that care must be taken in comparing standard and relativized 
circuit-size results. Define a degenerate oracle circuit to be a circuit whose size is 
defined according to the oracle circuit model described above, but which does not 
contain any oracle gates. Then it is clear that any degenerate oracle circuit of size s is 
equivalent to a standard circuit of size exactly s/2. As a result of the fact that any 
language accepted by a family of standard circuits can be accepted by a family of 
oracle circuits, the proof of Lupanov [31] gives us the following useful fact. 
Proposition 4.3. For every language L and oracle A, 
If we write pspaceA for the set of all functions computable in polynomial workspace 
relative to oracle A, and ESPACEA for DSPACEA(2’i”ea’), it is straightforward to 
prove a relativized version of Lemma 3.1(a). Then using methods of Lutz [35], 
together with the counting argument of Lemma 4.2, the following can also be shown. 
Proposition 4.4. For every jixed oracle A and every c( < 1, the set of all L such that 
CS,“(n)>(2”/n)(l +(zlog n)/n) a.e. has pspace*-measure 1, and hence measure 1 in 
ESPACEA. 
This strengthens a result of Wilson [47] and, together with Proposition 4.3, shows 
that ESPACEA exhibits a weak Shannon effect: For any fixed oracle A, almost every 
language in ESPACEA has circuit-size complexity that is within a factor of 2 of 
maximal. The linear separation from maximal size in Proposition 4.4 will resurface in 
the main result of Section 6. 
We need the following facts in Sections 5 and 6. 
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Lemma 4.5. For every 0 < CI < CY’ < 1 and all suficiently large n, the number offunction- 
ally distinct n-input oracle circuits having size 62”” is less than 22”. 
Proof. Fix c1< CC’ < 1 and let s = 2”” in Lemma 4.2. (Note that every oracle circuit of size 
<s is functionally equivalent to some circuit of size s.) This gives 
H(2”“) < 2685 [4e(2”“)12” < 22’” 
for all sufficiently large n. 0 
Lemma 4.6. For all sujiciently large n, the number offunctionally distinct n-input oracle 
circuits having size <2”/n is less than 22’((nP1)in). 
Proof. Letting s=2”/n in Lemma 4.2, we have 
for all sufficiently large n. 0 
5. Nondeterministic time versus circuit size 
In this main section of the paper, we prove that every pspace-random oracle 
A supports the separation NPA $ SIZE~,(2”“) for every real CC<+. We begin by 
showing that the desired separation is a pspace-test. 
Theorem 5.1. For every 0 < EC 4, 
~Lpspace@ I NPA $ ~~~~?aPT~)= 1. 
Proof. Fix 0 < c( < 3. For each ye (0, 1 } *, let 3 y denote the string consisting of the first 
1 y//3 bits of y. (For clarity, we omit the floors and ceilings required for strict accuracy 
in this proof.) For each oracle A, define the function OA by 
o,(y)=(+y)[y0&4j [y0%44 . ..[yO2’%/44 
and let 
LA=range(0,)={x~(3y)OA(y)=x}. 
It is clear that L,eNPA for every oracle A, so it suffices to show that P~~~~~~(X)=O, 
where 
X= {A I L,ESIZE~~,(~~“)}. 
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For each HEN, partition {O, l}” into blocks 
B,={yE{O, 1}“1+y=$x) 
for x~(0, t}“, and define the set 
of block representatives. Note that 8,(B,) E B, for all x. Our proof focuses on the 
difficulty of determining that block representatives are not in range (Q,). 
Throughout this proof, to simplify notation, we write s=2” for the circuit-size 
bound used in the definition of X. For each HEN, let CIRC(s) = CIRC(2#“) be the set of 
all novel n-input oracle circuits y with size(y)< s, and define the set 
X,= u Xn,y, 
yeCIRC(s) 
where 
X,,,={A IL(yA)nBR,=LAnBR,) 
for each y~cIRc(s). Note that 
X E {A 1 AEX, i.0.). 
For each nEN. let 
(5) 
K,={A I IBR,\~AI~~IBR,I). 
That is, Y, is the set of all oracles A for which at least 25% of the block representatives 
uOZni3 EBR, escape being in range(0,) = LA. Finally, let 
Y= {A 1 AE & a.e.}, 
Z = {A ) AEX, n Y, i.0.). 
By (5), X G Y’uZ, so it suffices to prove that 
(6) 
and 
PpspaceG)=O. (7) 
Our proof is thus in two parts, establishing (6) and (7) separately. Note that the 
definition of Y does not involve circuits, so the verification of (7) is the main part of 
this proof. 
To establish (6), it suffices by Theorem 3.4 to show that there is a polynomial q such 
that the implication 
AEY,” * KSq(AQ2n)<22n+1-2n’4 (8) 
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holds for all sufficiently large n. For each HEN, let Si, . . . . SIC,,) be the lexicographic 
enumeration of all sets S c (0, l> G2n such that SE Y,C. It is routine to design a deter- 
ministic machine A4 that takes inputs i, HEN in binary and has the following property: 
If 1 <idZ(n), then M(i,2n) is the (22n+1- 1)-bit characteristic string of Si, and this 
computation is carried out using workspace that is polynomial in 2”. For all n, it is 
clear that Y, = {A 1 A <2s K>, since Q,4((o, I>“) is entirely determined by AG2,. Since 
we have fixed an optimal machine in defining KS, it follows that there exist 
a polynomial q and a constant a such that the implication 
AEY,C * KS4(A,2,)blogZ(n)+a (9) 
holds for all sufficiently large n. We thus estimate log Z(n). 
Intuitively, I(n) is small because for most sets S, approximately (l/e)lBR,j % 
(l/4)1 BR,I of the elements of BR, escape being in range(8,). To formalize this 
intuition, consider the random experiment in which a set S E (0, l} G2n is chosen 
probabilistically according to the uniform distribution on all such sets. It is clear that 
logI(n)<22”+’ + log Pr [SE Y,C]. (10) 
For XEBR,, let Y,, be the event that x$range(ds). For each n, the events Y,, are 
independent for distinct XEBR, and the probability pn = Pr [SE Yn,,] does not depend 
on x. In fact, 
pn=(l -2-2n~3)22”“>+ a.e., 
since p,,+ l/e as n+x. By Proposition 2.1, 
a 2”,” 
Pr[SEY,C]< C i=. (2;)(;J;)“‘-i 
<2_‘2’3 
so it follows by (9) and (10) that 
KS4(A<2n)<22”+1-c2”‘3+a 
<2*n+1_2+ 
(c > 01, 
for all AE Y,C, for all sufficiently large ~1, confirming (8) and hence (6). This completes 
the first part of the proof. 
The second, and main, part of the proof is to establish (7). For this, by Theorem 3.3, 
it suffices to exhibit a pspace-computable 1 -DS d such that 
t$O d,(h) is p-convergent (11) 
and 
Z c n U WI. 
k=O r=k 
(12) 
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Define d:Nx{O,l}*+[O,co) by 
d,(w) = 
i 
1 Pr(X,,,nY,lC,) if t=2”, 
ytCIRC(s) 
0 if t is not a power of 2, 
(13) 
where the conditional probabilities Pr(X,, y n K 1 C,) = Pr [A EX,, y n Y, 1 A EC,] are 
computed according to the random experiment in which the language A c (0, l}* is 
chosen probabilistically, using an independent toss of a fair coin to decide member- 
ship of each string in A. 
For each HEN and y~cIRc(s), it is immediate from the definition of conditional 
probability that 
WX,, y n Xi I C,) = 
Pr(X,,,nY,IC,0)+Pr(X,,,nY,IC,,) 
2 
It follows from this and (13) that d is a 1 -DS. 
Now let 52, be the set of all subsets of (0, l}Gmax{s,2n) and let 
Y,,:,=R,nX,,,n K 
for each ~ECIRC(S). (Note that s= 2”“>2n for all sufficiently large n.) Intuitively, 
Yf,, is the set of all Tc {0, 1}Smax{s,2n) such that (i) yT correctly decides LT when 
restricted to inputs from BR,; and (ii) at least 25% of the elements of BR, escape being 
in range(d,)= L,. Since LTn (0, l}” depends only on TG2,,, and since circuits of size 
d s only query strings of length d s, we have 
X,,,n Yn={AIA~max{s,2n}~~rr,yJ 
for all nEN and y~cIRc(s). It follows immediately from this that, for all ngN, 
y~cIRc(s), and WE{O, l}*, 
I ~‘,,,nCd 
P4Xn,,nY,l G)= IQ,nC,,l , (14) 
where w’=w[O..m-11, m=min{/w~,2max(s~2n~+1-1}. 
The denominator of (14) is triply exponential in n and hence too large to store in 
polynomial space. Nevertheless, Pr(X,,, n K I C,) can be computed in space poly- 
nomial in t + I w 1, where t = 2”. To see this, let UEN, y&IRC(s), and WE (0, 1) *. We first 
compute the number m and the string w’ as in (14). Now note that, for TESZ,, 
membership of T in Yn,, depends on at most I{O, l}“l.(2n/3)+IBR,I~s bits of the 
characteristic string of T. (The first term counts all bits affecting range(fI,)=,, while 
the second term bounds the total number of oracle queries on inputs XEBR,.) For 
sufficiently large n, these terms are less than t2 and t, respectively. For each y~(0, l}” 
and z~(0, l}‘, construct a partial oracle specification oracle(y,z)E{O, 1, I}* as 
follows. The length of oracle(y,z) is 2max(s,2n)+1 - 1, i.e. oracle(y, z) decides (some) 
strings of length d max {s, 2n). Initially, oracle( y, z) is of the form w’l’, where w’ is as 
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in (14). (This ensures that C oracle(y,zJ G C,,.) The “bit sources” y and z are then used to 
further specify oracle( y, z) in the following two phases. 
Phase 1. For each XE{O, l}” and each 1 di< 2n/3 (in some canonical order), if the 
bit of oracle( y, z) corresponding to x0’ is I, then the first bit of y is deleted from y and 
used to replace this I in oracle(y,z). At the end of Phase I, oracle(y,z) completely 
determines range(QT),, for all TEC,,~~~,~~,,~~. We let y’ be the prefix of (the original 
string) y consisting of those bits actually used in this phase. 
Phase II. For each XEBR,, simulate the oracle circuit y on input x. During the 
course of this simulation, oracle queries are handled as follows. If the bit of oracle( y, z) 
corresponding to the queried string is I, then the first bit of z is deleted from z and 
used to replace this I in oracle(y, z). Then, in any case, the bit of oracle(y, z) 
corresponding to the queried string is used as the answer to the query. At the end of 
Phase II, oracle(y, z) completely determines membership (or nonmembership) of Tin 
y,,, for all TEG~~L(~,~). We let zY be the prefix of (the original string) z consisting of 
those bits actually used in this phase. Since zY depends only on the prefix y’ of y, and 
since oracle( y, z) depends only on y’ and z,,, we write oracle( y’, z,,) for oracle( y, z). We 
also let T(y’,z,,) be the smallest language in Coracle(4.,,zY,J. 
We are primarily concerned with the strings y’ and zYZ, which are the bit sources 
actually used in Phases I and II above. Accordingly, we define the set 
SOURCES(n,y)={(y’,z,,)IyE{O, l>“, ZE{O, l}‘}. 
It is important to note that 
Gracle(g’.;,~) I (y’, z,,WOURCEW, y)) 
is a partition of C,,, whence (14) tells us that 
WX,, y n K I C,) = c I Yn, y n Grac~e(y~,z,~) I 
(I”. ->. )&OURCES(n,7) I f&l f-I Cd I 
(15) 
= c l~nnC,,,,~,(,,,,~.,l~[[T(~‘,zy,)~~~,ylj 
(y’,q)tSOURCES(n.y) l%nG 
c 2-(‘Y”+“, ‘I. [T(y’,z,,)~Y’,,,j. 
(4.‘,z,~)&OURCES(n,y) 
We use (15) as the basis for our computation of Pr(X,,..n x I C,). Having computed 
m and w’ as in (14), we can, for any y~(0, l}” and z~(0, l}‘, compute the partial 
specification oracle( y, z). This can be done in space polynomial in t + I w I = 2”+ w 
because at most /WI + t* + t bits of oracle(y,z) are not 1. (We thus represent or- 
acle(y, z) in a compressed form by a list of positions i at which w[i] =0 and a list of 
positions j at which w [ j] = 1.) Once we have oracle( y, z), we can test the condition 
T(~‘>zy,)~Yn,y in space polynomial in t + 1 WI. Thus we can use (15) to compute each 
Pr(X,,,n x I C,) in space polynomial in t+lwl. It follows by (13) that 
d : N x (0, I)*+D and dEpspace. Thus d is a pspace-computable l-DS. 
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To see that (12) holds, let AEZ. Then the set 
is infinite. Moreover, for each t = 2”~ K, if we let w = xA CO.. 2max{s,2n)+1 - 1, then 
d,(w)= C Pr(X,,,n z I C,) 
~ECIRC(S) 
3Pr u 
( 
X,,,nY,lC, 
ysCIRC(s) 1 
= Pr(X, n x 1 C,) 
= 1, 
so AEC, E S[d,]. Thus, AES[&] i.o., confirming (12). 
All that remains is to verify (11). For this it suffices, by Lemma 3.2, to prove that 
d,(h) < 2-t= (16) 
for all sufficiently large t. This is trivial if t is not a power of 2, so for the rest of the 
proof we assume that t =2”; we show that (16) holds for all sufficiently large n. 
By (13) and (14), we have 
d,(h)= 1 Pr(X,,,n G)= C # (17) 
ysClRC(s) ysClRC(s) ’ 
for all HEN. We thus seek an upper bound for 1 Y,,,I. We use a refinement of the 
measure-preserving transformation argument of [9]. However, we give our argument 
in purely combinatorial terms. For convenience, write N=i2”‘3 and let 
d”={z~{0,1}~~~ #(O,z)= #(l,z)=N}. 
Intuitively, we show that 1 Y,,, y I cannot be much larger than I Q, l/l A,, I. Roughly, the 
idea is that each TE Y,,, must have yr(x) =0 for at least $2ni3 = 2N of the strings 
XEBR,. We can thus use each ZEA, as a selection of N of these 2N strings at which to 
“introduce an error”, creating from T a new set U~s2, such that (i) r”(x)=yr(x) for 
every XEBR,, but (ii) the N strings selected by z are in range(&). If our construction 
made the function (T, z) H U one-to-one from YI,, x A,, into Q,,, we could conclude 
that ( Y,,, ?I d I l&l// A,,l. However, matters are not so simple. To make our function 
one-to-one, we must carry extra information, namely the “old” values of Qr that were 
changed to put N new block representatives into the range. Also, to ensure the 
condition Y’(X)= y’(x), we avoid changing the answers to queries of yr(x), thereby 
slightly restricting our freedom to choose preimages for the N new elements of the 
range. Thus, our construction is a little more elaborate and does not quite achieve 
I~n,yl~lQ,I/l4. 
Formally, for sufficiently large n, and for each ~ECIRC(~), we exhibit a function 
fn,y: Yy,,, x A, x (0, 1}‘2”N’3’-N= fi2, x (0, l}2nN’3. (18) 
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The existence of such a function implies that each 1 Y”, y ( d 2N 152, [/I A,,[, whence each 
u<2”= zN 
lf4l l~nl 2N 
( 1 N 
Using the estimate e(n/e)” <n! < en(n/e)” gives 
whence we have 
/YH,l ~<22-NN2 
1% 
(19) 
for all ycCIRC(s), for all sufficiently large n. Now fix @> 1 such that c$<;. By (17), 
(19), and Lemma 4.5, we have, for all sufficiently large n, 
d,(h)d22-NN2/CIRC(s)l 
<22-NN22”’ 
Recalling that N = $ 2”j3 = $ t 1/3 and IX <@<Q, it follows that (16) holds for all 
sufficiently large n. Thus, to complete the proof, it suffices to define the functionsf,, y as 
in (18). 
Fix nO~N such that 2((1/3)+a)n <2(2ni3)-1 for all n>no. Given n3no, ~ECIRC(~), 
TE y,,,,, ZEA,, and UE{O, 1}(2nNi3)-N, we now describe the value 
&(T,z,u)=(U, w)~s2, x (0, 1}2nN’3. (20) 
We write v=vl...uN and w=wl... WN, where each ( uij = (2n/3) - 1 and each I Wil = 2n/3. 
(IntUitiVely, vl, . , vN SpeCify a choice Of prChagCS, while wr , . . . , wN SpeCify the “old” 
values of QT at these preimages.) Since TE Y,,, y, we have y’(x) = 0 for at least i2”‘3 = 2N 
of the strings XEBR,. Call these strings xi, xi, . . . (in lexicographical order) and let 
D( T, z) be the set consisting of all xi such that 1 did 2N and the ith bit of z is 1. Note, 
then, that ID(T,z)l= N; write D(T,z)={x,, . . ..xN} in lexicographic order. 
Let Q(T) be the set of all strings ye{O, l}” such that, for some XEBR, and 
1 dj<2n/3, yT(x) queries ~0’. Note that 1 Q(T)1 d I BR,l. size(y)d2”“3’+a)n<2(2ni3)- ‘. 
For each XEBR, and each a’~(0, l} (2ni3’~ ‘, let x * u’ denote the jth string in B,\Q(T), 
where u’ is the jth string in {0, l} (2ni3)- ‘. (Note that x * u’ exists because IB,\Q(T)l> 
I~xI-IQ(T)l>22”‘3 _ 2(W) - 1 = 2(W) 1 .I 
The pair (U, w) of (20) is now defined by 
U=T\{(xi*ui)O’IldidN, l<j<2n/3} 
and 
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for 1~ i < N. Intuitively, U is obtained from T by making just those changes which are 
required to establish the conditions 
8”(xi * Vi)=xi 
for 1 <i < N. The string w satisfies 
HT(Xi* Ui)=(*Xi)Wi 
for 1 <i< N. Note that yT does not query any string in TAU= T\ U, so y”(x)=yT(x) 
for every XEBR,,. 
To see that the resulting functionf,,y is one-to-one, it suffices to show that T, z, and 
u can be recovered from U and w. First note that D(T,z) is precisely the set of all 
XEBR, such that y”(x)=0 but xerange(0,). Thus D(T,z) and z are determined by U. 
Now each XiED(T, z) has a unique preimage under &. This preimage is xi * Ui, so u is 
also determined by U. Finally, 
T= UU {(xi * Ui)O’l the jth bit of Wi is l}, 
so T is determined by U and w. This establishes (18) and completes the proof of 
Theorem 5.1. 0 
Corollary 5.2. For every pspace-random oracle A and every real cr<f, 
NPA $ SIZE&(2a”). 
Proof. By Theorem 5.1, this condition is a pspace-test. 0 
Note that Corollary 5.2 gives an explicit, sufficient condition for an oracle A to 
support the indicated separation. 
Corollary 5.3. For every real GI <i, for almost euery oracle AEESPACE, 
NPA $ SIZE& (2”“). 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 3.1. 0 
Corollary 5.4. For every real cr<i, for a randomly selected oracle A, 
Pr[NPA $ SIZEi,(2’“)] = 1. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 3.1. 0 
Wilson [47] constructed oracles A and B such that NPA c LINSIZEA and 
NPB $ PB/Poly, and asked which of these holds with probability 1. We can now 
answer this question. 
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Corollary 5.5. For a randomly selected oracle A, 
Pr[NPA $ PA/Poly] = 1. 
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 5.4. 0 
Of course, the original random oracle result is an immediate consequence of 
Corollary 5.4. 
Corollary 5.6 (Bennett and Gill [9]). For a randomly selected oracle A, 
Pr[PA#NPA] = 1. 
Often one is only interested in the case of polynomial advice. 
Corollary 5.7. For every pspace-random oracle A, NP* $ P*/Poly. 
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 5.2. 0 
6. Deterministic time versus circuit size 
It is interesting to observe that the test language LA of Section 5 is computable in 
21inear time relative to A for each oracle A. That is, we have the following. 
Corollary 6.1. ppspace ({A I E* $ SIZE$,(2a”)})= 1 for every O<cc<~. 
In this section, we show that this separation condition remains a pspace-test even 
when the size bound becomes virtually maximal. 
Theorem 6.2. pLpspace =l. 
Proof. For each oracle A, let 
LA = {X 1 x02’%A}. 
Clearly, L,EE* for each A. Thus it suffices to prove that ppspace( Y)= 0, where 
. 
For this, by Theorem 3.3, it suffices to exhibit a pspace-computable l-DSd such 
that 
m 
C d,(h) is p-convergent 
r=o 
(21) 
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and 
Yc fi 6 SC&]. 
k=O f=k 
(22) 
Throughout this proof, to simplify notation, we write s=2”/n for the circuit-size 
bound used in the definition of Y. For each nEN, then, let CIRC(s) be the set of all 
novel n-input oracle circuits that have size <s, and define the set 
K= (_I yn,y, 
ysCIRC(s) 
where each 
yn,y= {AIuYA)=waL). 
Define d:N x {O,l}*+[O, co) by 
d,(w) = 
c Pr(Y,,,IC,) if t=2”, 
ysCIRC(s) (23) 
0 if t is not a power of 2, 
where the conditional probabilities Pr( &, y 1 C,) = Pr [A E &, y 1 A EC,] are computed 
according to the random experiment in which A s (0, l}* is chosen probabilistically, 
using an independent toss of a fair coin to decide membership of each string in A. 
As in the proof of Theorem 5.1, it is easily checked that d is a l-D.% By a bit source 
argument analogous to (but simpler than) the one in the proof of Theorem 5.1, d is 
pspace-computable. All that remains, then, is to verify conditions (21) and (22). 
To see that (21) holds, fix nEN and let t=2”. By (23) 
W)= 1 Pr(Y,,,). 
yoCIRC(s) 
For all y~cIRc(s), all XE{O, l}“, and all oracles A, the string ~0~‘~’ is not queried in the 
computation of y”(x). Thus, for all y~cIRc(s), Pr(Y,,,)=2-I(“,1}“I=2-‘. By Lemma 
4.6, it follows that 
d,(h)=lCIRC(s)~~2-‘<2-“‘“g’<2--t1’2 
if n is sufficiently large. By (23), then, d,(h) < 2-1”z for almost all t, whence (21) follows 
from Lemma 3.2. 
Finally, to verify (22), let nEN and AE x. Fix y&IRC(s) such that AE Y,, and let 
w be the characteristic string of AG,+t, where t =2”. Then AEC, and 
4643WY,,,IC,)=L 
so .4~S[d,]. Thus, x c ,S[dt] for all HEN, where t =2”. It follows that 
AEY 0 AEY, i.0. 
* AES[~~] i.o., 
whence (22) holds. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.2. 0 
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Corollary 6.3. For every pspace-random oracle A, EA $ SIZE& (2”/n). 
Proof. By Theorem 6.2, this condition is a pspace-test. 0 
Corollary 6.4. For almost every oracle AEESPACE, EA $ SIZE~,(2”/n). 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 6.2 and Lemma 3.1. 0 
Corollary 6.5. For a randomly selected oracle A, 
Pr 
2” 
EA$ SIZE&, - 
( )I = 1. n 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 6.2 and Lemma 3.1. 0 
Corollary 6.6. For a randomly selected oracle A, 
Pr[EA $ PA/Poly] = 1 
Proof. Immediate from Corollary 6.5. 0 
Although Corollary 6.6 is considerably weaker than Corollary 6.5 (which, in turn, is 
much weaker than Theorem 6.2) Corollary 6.6 gives an explicit answer to an open 
question of Wilson [47]. Specifically, after exhibiting oracles A,B, and C such that 
EA c LINSIZEA, Ef G PB/Poly, and EC $ P’/Poly, Wilson asked what relation holds 
for randomly selected oracles. Corollary 6.6 tells us that oracle C gives the typical 
situation, while oracles A and B are exceptional. 
7. Conclusion 
We have established pspace-randomness as a sufficient condition for an oracle 
to achieve certain separations. Intuitively, for example, we now know that 
NPA $ PA/Poly for every oracle A whose information content is high enough that A is 
pspace-random. In contrast, work of Hartmanis [19], Long and Selman [29], 
Balcazar and Book [6], and Allender and Rubinstein [l] can be used to show the 
following. If there exists an oracle A, whose information content is sufficiently low (e.g. 
AEK[log,poly]), such that NPA $ PA/Poly, then the unrelativized separation 
NP $ P/Poly follows. It will be interesting to see these high and low information 
criteria pushed closer together. 
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